
20 Terminals of the vCloudpoint Zero 
Client V1 Enterprise Model, With 
Centralized Control Of Each End-Point 
Terminal, Have Been Deployed. 
The End Users Can Work Without 
Any Problems.

The customers were pleased since the 
implementation was simple to set up 
and hence saved them money on 
installation. The space restrictions 
were not an issue because the 
vCloudpoint V1 devices were less in 
size.The vCloudpoint V1 Devices Use size.The vCloudpoint V1 Devices Use 
Less Power, Saving Money on UPS 
Costs.

TamilNadu's IN-HOUSE Owned 
Voice-Based Dialer Software Using 
VPN For Women's Security and 
Beneficiary Support Services. 
They require centralized control at 
the initial stage, which was attempted 
with thin clients but did not meet their with thin clients but did not meet their 
expectations. When it came to costing, 
the laptop was the opposite.

Know Your Product - After two 
unsuccessful tries, they decided to use 
vCloudpoint Zero Client Devices. 
The vCloudpoint Zero Client's special 
features were advantageous for their 
software utilization, and the console 
was easy to use. The demonstration was easy to use. The demonstration 
went well and satisfied them as 
expected.

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS)
Benificiary Support Services. 

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) scheme is world's 
largest community based programme. Tamil Nadu has a long history
of providing organized services through various programmes with 
special emphasis on nutrition, preschool education, health and 
personal hygiene of the children upto the age of 6 years, Adolescent 
Girls, pregnant and lactating mothers.

Integrated Child Development Services Scheme is the centre place to 
improve the Nutritional status of beneficiary by adapting life cycle 
approach for intervening sustainable growth strengthen with continuum 
of care and focus on critical periods of nutritional vulnerability.

The Integrated Child Development Services Scheme was launched in 
India in the year 1975 on the 106th birth anniversary of Mahatma 
Gandhi with 33 Projects which was designed as a befitting tribute to 
him. Three Projects namely Chennai (Urban), Nilakottai (Rural) and 
Thali (Tribal) were started in Tamil Nadu. Now the scheme is being 
implemented in all the Districts. The broad framework of our State 
policy is to achieve the specific goal of "Malnutrition free Tamil Nadu".policy is to achieve the specific goal of "Malnutrition free Tamil Nadu".
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The administration officer thought about many ways to modernize the 
Support centre. The Management chose to adopt vCloudPoint zero clients 
after researching the technologies on the market because they are less 
expensive to purchase than regular PCs or laptops and since their 
performance is same to that of typical PCs.

The newly Built support center was looking for the ideal systems and 
cutting-edge technology to use. The support center's computer equipment 
was intended to be used with laptops or thin clients, however the 
compromised performance and cost were high.

The conclusion was further supported by the fact that vCloudPoint zero 
clients use only 5W of power, saving huge amounts of money on annual 
electricity bills. In terms of scalability, it is quite adaptable. Drives and 
RAM have been configured by vCloudPoint and Infinize Corptech in 
accordance with the administrator's expectations. For Future Addition 
of users the server will be Compatible

Expectations of the support centre were met by the successful 
implementation. The installation of the devices was carried out by 
the vCloudPoint and Infinize Corptech, who also trained the customers 
on how to utilise them. Comparing modern computers to older ones, 
the IT administrator now spends a lot less time on computer maintenance 
because all administration, installs, and upgrades are now limited to a 
single server.single server.

The vCloudpoint Devices and the main server were linked with the 
same sized monitors (18.5 inch) in order to take advantage of the 
unique features such as Broadcasting (where you can share the host 
PC's screen to each and every endpoint terminal, which aids users in 
meetings and team collaboration) and Monitoring (From host PC the 
end user terminals can be viewed in Real Time).

The Gigabyte Ethernet Port (10/100/1000) on the vCloudpoint V1 
devices made it simple to build the network topology and provide 
uninterrupted network connection to the endpoint terminals.
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